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 An award-earning anthology that requires a refreshing look at issues of ageing in a culture that
glorifies youth.This enchanting collection of writings and photographs evokes the wonder,
humor and courage of women surviving in their old age and tells of the endearing moments of
joy--and passion--to be within the rich and varied world of midlife and beyond.6 million copies of
the anthology have been sold throughout the United States. Over 1. This groundbreaking
collection was one of the first nonclinical and positive books on women and aging, and was
compiled by older ladies themselves. It challenged stereotypes and confronted the invisibility of
older women in America.
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 it might be great in a women's studies class.) reserve, tells so very much and teaches such a
great lesson of lifestyle. and yes, it is purple. Exist each moment.Surviving in a retirement
community for over 11 years, I've found so very much truth to the tales. Some cause you to
laugh, some make you cry. Some might depress you, others are so uplifting. It is tough to read
without having any emotion at all. Now at age 55 I am a member of AARP, but not prepared to
stop living, that's for sure!Just what exactly that this may be the "down" side . This is not just
written for older persons;.... means so much more than a date! This time I bought the reserve for
a sister and she too thought it had been great. the independence and wisdom to chose and
chose even more wisely at that. Five Stars It was terrific.. Fantastic gift for my 93 year old Aunt!
That is true, therefore you might aswell get the most from the ride, yes? We are in need of more
books such as this... In so few webpages, aging and what this means is addressed. . they keep
meaning for the present time (2013) and the future. Not for HVAC repair My HVAC went and it's
presently December 30th and colder compared to the dickens. this publication to my aging
Mother and she was delighted at the tales and poems Years ago I read this book to my aging
Mother and she was delighted at the tales and poems.. It touched every aspect of our
lives.hmmmmmmmm I think I see a new scarf awaiting me. An emotionally powerful read This
assortment of short stories, poems, and photographs of "old" women will sock you in the gut,
and turn you right into a "wiser" person by enough time you finish reading it..Just what a
wonderful lesson This little (? The tales are not stale;. Five Stars It's a publication containing
stories and poems that women in their later years should read. Fantastic birthday present for
our dear elders!What is the old expression on the subject of you start to die from the moment
you are born? She loves it!. Great gift for that fun friend One of my favorite fun books. Bought
this publication as a open public library donation in honor and memory space of the best, quirky
ladies who loved life and resided it to the fullest. splendid Beautiful book They all liked this book
as did I Gave three as something special. They all enjoyed this reserve as do I.. This publication
did me no good in fixing that issue. Four Stars Enjoyed reading it
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